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d Four ancient Treponema pallidum genomes from early
modern Europe were reconstructed
d The genomes are highly diverse and include syphilis, yaws,
and an unknown lineage
d The new ancient T. pallidum lineage is a basal sister group to
yaws and bejel
d Molecular clock dating would allow a pre-Columbian origin of
T. pallidum in Europe
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SUMMARY
Syphilis is a globally re-emerging disease, which hasmarked European historywith a devastating epidemic at
the end of the 15th century. Together with non-venereal treponemal diseases, like bejel and yaws, which are
found today in subtropical and tropical regions, it currently poses a substantial health threat worldwide. The
origins and spread of treponemal diseases remain unresolved, including syphilis’ potential introduction into
Europe from the Americas. Here, we present the first genetic data from archaeological human remains re-
flecting a high diversity of Treponemapallidum in earlymodern Europe. Our study demonstrates that a variety
of strains related to both venereal syphilis and yaws-causing T. pallidum subspecies were already present in
Northern Europe in the early modern period. We also discovered a previously unknown T. pallidum lineage
recovered as a sister group to yaws- and bejel-causing lineages. These findings imply a more complex
pattern of geographical distribution and etiology of early treponemal epidemics than previously understood.
INTRODUCTION
Treponemal infections, namely yaws, bejel, and, most notori-
ously, syphilis, represent a reoccurring, global threat to human
health. Venereal syphilis, caused by infections with Treponema
pallidum pallidum (TPA) results in millions of new cases every
year [1]. The two endemic treponemal subspecies closely related
to T. p. pallidum are T. pallidum pertenue (TPE) and T. pallidum
endemicum (TEN). TPE is common in the tropical regions of
the world, where it causes yaws and a non-human primates’
treponematosis [2–4]. TEN is the causative agent of bejel, which
is mostly found in hot and arid environments [2, 3]. All three
T. pallidum subspecies are re-emerging across numerous coun-
tries, prompting renewed international eradication campaigns
[5, 6]. Furthermore, resistance against second-line antibiotics
has recently been observed for each of them [7–9], although
penicillin treatment still remains effective [8, 10–12]. Yaws, bejel,
and syphilis are all transmitted through direct contact with skin
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lesions or mucous membranes [2, 3]. Syphilis is generally trans-
mitted sexually or congenitally, although incidental transmission
through other routes, such as blood transfusions, is occasionally
observed [2, 3]. Contrarily, the endemic treponematoses (yaws
and bejel) are most commonly transmitted through skin lesions,
primarily in childhood or preadolescence [3, 13]. All three dis-
eases overlap in clinical manifestations, with progression
through multiple stages and damage to the skin and other tis-
sues [14, 15]. The syphilis-causing bacterium (TPA) is consid-
ered highly invasive, disseminating through the body and into
the central nervous system; if untreated, it can result in severe
damage to organs and tissues, including the skeletal system
[3, 14–16].
The re-emergence of treponemal diseases after the devas-
tating outbreaks documented in historical times showcases a
spread facilitated by pathogen evolution in combination with
social factors [8, 12, 17–19]. Early medical reports from the late
15th century portray the most well-known epidemic, a rapid
and Europe-wide spread of venereal syphilis in the wake of the
1495 Italian war [17, 20], whereas reports from later periods
appear to indicate a gradual shift to a milder, more chronic dis-
ease in the subsequent decades, similar in manifestation to
modern-day syphilis [17, 21, 22]. The European outbreak coin-
cides with the first American expeditions and has ignited a per-
sisting theory suggesting that syphilis was introduced to Europe
by Columbus and his crew upon their return from the NewWorld
in 1493 [23, 24]. The alternative multiregional hypothesis contra-
dicts this scenario and presumes the pre-Columbian presence of
syphilis on the European continent, potentially as a result of pre-
historic spread of the disease through African and Asian routes
[25–27]. Medieval literature mentions cases of syphilis, but it is
often diagnostically confounded by similarities with other dis-
eases and spuriously called ‘‘venereal’’ or ‘‘hereditary’’ leprosy
[22, 28]. Pre-Columbian human remains with characteristic
marks of treponematoses have been reported [29, 30] yet are
thus far unconfirmed with genetic evidence [23, 28]. Distinguish-
ing the T. pallidum infections from other diseases is often chal-
lenging [31], and although serological tests allow diagnosing
them, more precise distinction among treponemal subspecies
requires molecular typing [15, 32, 33]. Before modern genetic
classifications were introduced, supporters of the ‘‘unitarian hy-
pothesis’’ claimed all treponematoses to be one and the same
disease [34, 35]. Improved understanding of phylogenetic cla-
dality among the treponemal subspecies [36, 37], further refined
by genomic studies, has since disputed the unitarian view [3, 38,
39]. Questioning the geographical distribution and clinical symp-
toms as the main means of categorization can, nevertheless, be
justified, as the geographical origin and time of emergence of
TPA and TPE remain ambiguous [17, 40, 41]. A recent genomic
study on modern lineages of T. pallidum supported a common
ancestor of all current TPA strains in the 1700s [41], whereas
the more general diversification of T. pallidum into subspecies
is assumed to have happened in prehistoric times [24, 42]. How-
ever, mutation rate estimates drawn from modern genome iso-
lates may be biased, because natural selection has not affected
the most recent mutations yet [43] and large parts of the past
species diversity may have been lost in time [44]. Reconstructed
ancient pathogen genomes thus show an unprecedented poten-
tial to illuminate their species’ unresolved divergence times,
origin, and evolution [45–47]. Ancient DNA studies on trepone-
matoses have so far remained scarce for both biological and
methodological reasons. The treponemal spirochetes survive
poorly outside their host organism and are present in extremely
low quantities during late-stage infections, often evading
detection even in living patients [48]. The final, tertiary-stage
treponematoses produce the most frequently detected skeletal
alterations, but in these cases, the disease has often already
reached the latent stage, thwarting attempts to retrieve its
DNA [49, 50]. Most notably, the bones most likely containing
large amounts of treponemal agents belong to congenitally in-
fected neonates. Such finds, however, are very rare in the
archaeological record [51, 52]. Currently, technical advance-
ments, together with careful selection of samples exhibiting
signs of treponemal pathogenesis, are enabling genomic studies
on this elusive pathogen for the first time [53]. The means to
recover T. pallidum from historic human remains were recently
established in a study on perinatal and infant individuals from
colonial Mexico, in which two ancient T. p. pallidum genomes
and one ancient T. p. pertenue genome were described [52]. At-
tempts to retrieve authentic T. pallidum DNA from ancient adult
individuals have so far been unsuccessful.
Here, we analyze ancient bacterial genomes from four ancient
T. pallidum strains retrieved with target enrichment from sub-
adult and adult human remains originating from central and
northern Europe. The newly reconstructed ancient genomes
represent a variety of T. pallidum subspecies, including a
formerly unknown form of treponematosis phylogenetically
basal to both bejel- and yaws-causing lineages. For the first
time, treponemal genomes dated temporally close to NewWorld
contact have been retrieved from European samples, including
strains closely related to T. pallidum subspecies that are today
mostly restricted to the tropics and subtropics.
RESULTS
Geographical Origins and Osteological Analyses of
Samples
For this study, remains from nine individuals were included: five
from theHolyGhost Chapel in Turku, Finland; one from theDome
churchyard in Porvoo, Finland; one each from St. Jacob’s cem-
etery and from St. George’s cemetery in Tartu, Estonia; and,
finally, one from Gertrude’s Infirmary in Kampen, the
Netherlands (STAR Methods). Four samples from these individ-
uals tested positive for treponemal infection in the DNA
screening with high-throughput sequencing (Figure 1A). The
sampled premolar CHS119 (Figure 1A1) is from an adult individ-
ual from Turku with several treponemal changes on the skull and
both tibias [54]. The petrous bone sample PD28 from Porvoo
(Figure 1A2) showed no syphilis-associated lesions [55]; an
infection was implicated primarily by the individual’s perinatal
death. The skeleton of a young adult from Tartu (Figure 1A3)
yielding the sample SJ219 displayed putative albeit inconclusive
indicators of syphilis. From the adolescent individual from
Kampen, only a disarticulated tibia was available [24] with an
active lesion on the cortical surface, which was used to obtain
sample KM14-7 (Figure 1A4).
All four positive samples in this study were radiocarbon
dated (STAR Methods). The putatively pre-Columbian samples
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Figure 1. Geographical Origin and Phylogenetic Placement of T. pallidum-Positive Samples
(A) Locations of archeological sites fromwhich the samples used in this study originate: (1) a premolar from an adult individual 119, crypt of the Holy Ghost Chapel,
Turku, Finland; (2) petrous portion of temporal bone of a perinatal individual from the grave 28 at the Porvoo Dome cemetery, Porvoo, Finland; (3) a proximal
(legend continued on next page)
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CHS119 and SJ219 went through additional attestation of the
dating procedures: a fragment of the wooden platform from
the grave was dated in addition to the individual SJ219, and
reservoir effect corrections were calculated for the sample
CHS119 dating results [57, 58]. These additional estimates,
however, resulted in upper limit date ranges within the 17th
century CE for both individuals (STAR Methods).
Authenticity Estimation of Ancient DNA and Genome
Reconstruction
All samples included in this study (Table 1; STAR Methods) were
subjected to a screening procedure using direct shotgun
sequencing and genome-wide enrichment [41, 59]. In this
screening, samples yielding a minimum 1,000 post-duplicate-
removal reads mapping to a T. pallidum reference (SJ219:
1,205 reads; CHS119: 1,496 reads; KM14-7: 1,496 reads;
PD28: 1,637 reads) were deemed positive for this pathogen
(for damage profiles, see Figure S2). The percentage of deami-
nated bases at the ends of reads, signaling authenticity of
ancient DNA [60, 61], ranged from 4% to 18% (T. pallidum
DNA; screening capture) and 10% to 18% (mitochondrial DNA
[mtDNA]; mitochondrial capture), and the average fragment
length of the four samples varied between 49 and 69 bases
(Table 1). An array capture enrichment for T. pallidum DNA
[41, 59] using uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG)-treated libraries
[62] was then conducted on all four positive samples, and addi-
tionally, human mtDNA was enriched for samples CHS119,
SJ219, and KM14-7 [59, 63] (STAR Methods). The mtDNA
ranged from 3,414 to 29,031 mapped reads, with an average
coverage of 11–1193 on the mitochondrial genome (Table 1).
Haplogroups identified were J1c2c1 for CHS119, HV16 for
SJ219, and U2e1f1 for KM14-7 (Table 1), all representative of
the early modern variation present within northern and central
European populations, further supporting the geographical
origin of the samples [64, 65].
After high-throughput sequencing of the enriched DNA on Illu-
mina platforms, the resulting 98–256 million raw reads were
merged sample-wise and duplicate reads were removed. Ge-
nomes for each sample were reconstructed by mapping to the
T. p. pallidum reference genome Nichols (CP004010.2), using
the EAGER pipeline [69] (STAR Methods). The samples yielded
between 18,034 and 1,430,292 endogenous unique reads map-
ping to the reference, covering 47%–98% of the reference
genome at least once, respectively (Table 1; Figures 1B and
S3). We filtered positions based on read coverage and excluded
recombining and other potentially mapping-obstructing genes
(FadL homologs, tpr genes, and arp gene), as well as the
genomic positions for which >25% of the genomes had missing
data, gaining complete genome alignments containing a total of
1,631 variable positions. We refer to these positions as single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) throughout the manuscript.
Phylogenetic Analysis and Genetic Recombination
Midpoint-rooted maximum-likelihood (ML) trees of our ancient
European genomes, previously published colonial Mexican ge-
nomes [52], and 26 modern treponemal genomes [41, 70–78]
were reconstructed from the alignments. The four ancient Euro-
pean genomes are placed at three distinct positions in the phylo-
genetic tree (Figures 1C and 2). The PD28 and SJ219 genomes
most closely resemble syphilis-causing strains and form a sister
group to all other TPA strains, although this position is not highly
supported and seems highly sensitive to the set of genes
excluded from the alignment (Figure S4). The CHS119 genome,
conversely, is consistently placed in the TPE clade of the trepo-
nemal family tree and forms a cherry with the ancient TPE
genome 133 from colonial Mexico. The affinity of these two
ancient genomes may in part result from similarly missing data
with respect to the complete genomes of modern strains in the
clade. The KM14-7 genome, remarkably, falls basal to all TPE lin-
eages known today, as well as to the TEN genome Bosnia A [76].
This unexpected position was further corroborated by investi-
gating genomic loci for which the ancestral variants of the TPE/
TEN and TPA clades were likely different. Among 30 of these po-
sitions for which the variant was resolved in KM14-17, 60%were
TPE/TEN-like and 40% were TPA-like, which supports the
branching of this genome on the evolutionary path between
TPA and TPE/TEN clades. In comparison, all other genomes
had 100% variant characteristics of one or the other clade at
these positions, except for 94A, 94B, and SEA81-4, which had
16%, 14.3%, and 10.7% of TPE/TEN-like variants, respectively
(Tables S1 and S2). The basal position of KM14-7 retained strong
support also when using an alignment including only nucleotide
positions resolved in this genome (Figure S4F) or using an alter-
native alignment based on mapping to the TPE CDC2 reference
genome (Figures 2B and 2C), thus disputing the possibility that
its phylogenetic placement would be an artifact of missing
data or dependent on a specific reference genome.
A recombination analysis was conducted as described in
Arora and colleagues [41], including 26 modern genomes
[41, 70–78] and six ancient ones: the colonial Mexican genomes
94A, 94B, and 133 from an earlier study [52] and three of our
ancient European genomes, namely PD28, CHS119, and
SJ219 (Table 2). Sample KM14-7 was excluded from the anal-
ysis, due to its sporadic placement in the ML tree topologies,
manual phalanx of a young adult individual fromSt. Jacob’s cemetery, Tartu, Estonia; and (4) a tibia from a subadult individual fromGertrude’s Infirmary, Kampen,
the Netherlands.
(B) Circleator [56] plot representing the entire data from the respective BAM files after duplicate removal and mapped with a quality threshold 37, showing the
coverage of the four ancient strains. The genome coverage of the ancient strains is shown from lowest to highest: KM14-7; SJ219; CHS119; and PD28, with colors
from inside to outside in violet, green, brown, and red. As setting the quality threshold above zero allows no reads mapping to identical sequences, gaps in
coverage occur in each of the genomes on the identical regions. The black outer rim visualizes the protein-coding regions in forward and the black inner rim in the
reverse direction, according to the annotation of the Nichols reference genome (CP004010.2).
(C) Midpoint-rootedmaximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of Treponema pallidum strains. The analysis is based on an alignment of 1,631 SNPs after exclusion of
recombining and hypervariable genes as well as genomic positions with >25% missing data. Branch lengths represent numbers of substitutions per site.
Bootstrap support values are written above nodes when >50. Ancient genomes from this study are marked in red and the previously published ones in pink.
See also Figures S3 and S4.
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which were derived for entire genomes and for each gene indi-
vidually. Congruence between the complete genome alignments
and gene trees was tested after evaluating the corresponding
phylogenetic signal for each gene. The phylogenetic signal and
incongruence proved significant for 40 loci, twelve of which
were further verified by the presence of at least three consecu-
tive SNPs supporting a recombination event. A total of 316
SNPs was identified in 16 recombinant regions in 12 different
genes. Two of the recombining gene candidates identified by
Arora and colleagues [41] were also confirmed in association
with the ancient European genomes. Among our ancient ge-
nomes, PD28 (along with the Nichols clade) was possibly
involved in one recombinant event of the TP0136 gene as a pu-
tative recipient, with the TPE/TEN clade, CHS119, and colonial
Mexican 133 genomes as putative donors. Similar possibility
was observed in the recombination event detected in the
TP0179 gene, although only with TPE/TEN clade and 133 as pre-
sumptive donors. One putative recombination event concerning
the TP0865 gene was identified between the CHS119 and 133
genomes (along with the TPE/TEN clade) and the SEA86,
NE20, and SEA81-4 lineages. Finally, another recombination
event concerned the TP0558 gene, with the TPE/TEN clade
and CHS119 genome as potential donors and the SS14 clade,
MexicoA, 94A, and 94B from colonial Mexico and PD28 ge-
nomes as recipients. The events observed between the modern
strains and including the previously published colonial Mexican
genomes are listed in Table 2.
Molecular Clock Dating
Molecular clock dating analyses were performed on a dataset of
28 genomes [41, 70–78] (STAR Methods). Linear regression of
root-to-tip genetic distance against sampling date indicated
that the T. pallidum strains possess a good temporal signal
(r = 0.66; p < 0.001; Figures S5A–S5C; STAR Methods).
The date randomization test (DRT) [81] showed that neither the
mean nor median estimate of the clock rate estimated under the
true sampling dates was contained within the highest posterior
density (HPD) intervals of estimates from any of the replicates
with permuted sampling dates (Figure S5D). Furthermore, the
HPD intervals of only 1 out of 50 replicates intersect with the
HPD interval estimatedunder the truesamplingdates.We interpret
these results as evidence of a substantially stronger molecular
clock signal in the dataset than is expected by chance. Finally,
robustness analyses with different combinations of demographic
and clock models showed that the demographic model has little
effect on the estimated divergence times and sampling dates
and thata relaxedclockmodel receivesstrongsupport (FigureS6).
Posterior distributions of divergence dates of T. pallidum
clades and sampling dates of ancient genomes are shown in Fig-
ure 3A. Figure 3B shows the maximum clade credibility (MCC)
tree estimated in BEAST2 v.2.6 [82]. Sampling date estimates
under different models are given in Figures S6I–S6L and Table
3. The time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA)
calculated for thewhole T. pallidum family is placed far in the pre-
historic era, at least 2000 BCE. However, time dependency of
molecular rates (TDMR)may lead to underestimating deep diver-
gence times when mutation rates are inferred from genomes
collected within a relatively restricted time period [83, 84].
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future, if genomes covering wider and more distinct time periods
become available [85, 86]. The latest common ancestor of the
venereal syphilis strains was placed between the 12th and 16th
centuries CE. The divergence of TPE and TEN was dated to be-
tween the 4th century BCE and the 12th century CE, although the
most recent common ancestor of TPE was placed between the
14th and 16th centuries CE. The best supported tree topology
places the ancient European genomes basal to all TPA strains,
with the TMRCA of the modern Nichols clade between the 15
th
and 18th centuries CE and that of the SS14 clade slightly later,
between the 18th and 20th centuries CE. Due to the inclusion of
four ancient European genomes, the above divergence times
are substantially older than the times reported by Arora and
colleagues [41]. Similarly, the estimated mean molecular clock
rate (1.069 3 107 s/s/y; 95% HPD 7.277 3 108  1.516 3
107 s/s/y) is slower than those reported in recent studies
[8, 41] for either T. pallidum as a whole or for TPA strains exclu-
sively. Nonetheless, the 95% HPD of the mean clock rate over-
laps with previous estimates [8] (Figure S6A).
Molecular clock dating allows us to refine the sampling date
estimates for three of the four ancient genomes (Figure 3A).
The posterior distribution of the sampling date of CHS119 places
most of the weight on a more recent date, although those of
PD28 and 133 favor older sampling dates. This is especially
pronounced for CHS119 and 133 with the 95% HPD interval
not including any dates older than 1546 CE for CHS119 or
younger than 1782 CE for 133. On the other hand, for SJ219,
the 95% HPD of the sampling date spans nearly the entire range
defined by radiocarbon dating, making it impossible to exclude a
pre-Columbian sampling date (posterior probability 0.28;
Table 3).
Virulence Factor Analysis
A set of 60 TPA candidate genes associated with virulence and
outlined in previous studies [52, 87, 88] were queried in the
ancient European samples to determine their presence or
absence and thus to broadly assess the extent of functional
changes between ancient and modern treponemal lineages. A
color-coded heatmap was produced to visualize the percentage
of coverage on these 60 candidate genes for each genome (Fig-
ure 4). These selected genes included the family of tpr genes,
which mostly encode putative outer membrane proteins. The
tpr genes are grouped into three subfamilies of paralogous
genes and pose challenges to their distinction with short read
data due to high sequence homology. Given that mapping and
filtering parameters with aMAPQ score threshold above 0 results
in the exclusion of reads mapping to more than one location, and
therefore in lower genetic coverage, MAPQ score thresholds of
Table 2. Recombination Events
Gene ID Event Start End Minimal Size Strains Involved
TPANIC_0136 3 158,271 158,336 65 yaws/ Nichols clade
4 158,346 158,364 18 yaws/Bosnia A/ Nichols clade
5 158,915 158,976 61 yaws/Bosnia A/133/CHS119?/ PD28, Nichols cladea
6 159,312 159,323 11 yaws/Bosnia A/133/ Nichols clade
TPANIC_0164 1 187,064 187,177 113 yaws/Bosnia A/ Sea86, NE20, 94A, 94B
TPANIC_0179 1 198,040 198,428 388 yaws/Bosnia A/133/ PD28, Nichols cladea
TPANIC_0326 1 345,859 347,956 2,097 Bosnia A/ SS14 clade
TPANIC_0462 1 492,772 493,605 833 yaws/Bosnia A/ Sea86, NE20
TPANIC_0488 1 522,981 523,620 639 Bosnia A/ Mexico A
TPANIC_0515 1 555,872 557,768 1,896 yaws/Bosnia A/133/ 94A, 94B, Nichols clade
TPANIC_0548 1 593,563 594,215 652 yaws/Bosnia A/ Nichols clade
TPANIC_0558 1 606,171 606,591 420 yaws/Bosnia A/CHS119?/133?/ PD28, 94B, 94A? SS14 clade, Mexico Aa
TPANIC_0865 1 945,224 945,542 318 yaws/Bosnia A/CHS119?/133?/ Sea86, NE20, Sea81-4a
2 945,830 946,298 468 Bosnia A/ Sea86, NE20, Sea81-4
TPANIC_0967 1 1,051,257 1,052,366 1,109 yaws/Bosnia A/ Sea81-4
TPANIC_0968 1 1,052,414 1,053,617 1,203 Bosnia A/ Sea81-4
All detected recombination events across the complete dataset of 26modern Treponema pallidum [41, 70–78] and six ancient genomes (94A, 94B, and
133 from [52] and genomes PD28, CHS119, and SJ219 from this study). For each recombination event are reported the start and end position of the
event referred to as TPA Nichols strain, accession CP004010.2. Slashes are used to separate the different potential gene donor strains. The affected
recipient strains are separated by commas. Arrows point to the likely direction of recombination between the donor and recipient strains. An interro-
gation mark indicates an uncertain yet likely involvement in the event.
aEvents involving ancient genomes from this study
Figure 2. Phylogenies Comparing the Effect of Mapping to TPA (Nichols) and TPE (CDC2) Reference Genome
(A and B) A comparison of the phylogenetic ML trees based on SNP alignments after evaluation of precarious SNPs and removal of hypervariable and re-
combinant genes, when mapped against (A) Treponema pallidum pallidum reference genome Nichols (CP004010.2) and (B) Treponema pallidum pertenue
reference genome CDC2 (CP002365.1). Scale bar represents substitutions per nucleotide site.
(C) Tanglegram visualization of the observed topological differences between the two mappings, produced using R packages ape [79] and dendextend [80].
Horizontal scales measure statistical similarity of the two trees in comparison to each other.
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0 and 37 were compared, allowing duplicated regions to be
covered or omitted, respectively. The annotated Nichols
genome (GenBank: CP004010.2) [75] was used as reference.
The observed coverage per gene of six modern TPA lineages
(SS14, Mexico A, SW6, NIC2, Sea81-4, and Chicago) [41, 70,
77] was compared with the four ancient treponemal genomes
from Europe (this study) and three previously published trepo-
nemal genomes from colonial Mexico [52]. Despite the reduced
coverage for highly similar sequences, such as tprC and tprD
genes, with mapping threshold greater than zero, a strong
indication for the presence of all virulence factors in the ancient
European genomes was observed. Indeed, at least a small
amount of reads could be mapped specifically for all putative
virulence genes, except for the tprF on two genomes (SJ219
and KM14-7). This absence is likely due to the low coverage of
these genomes, as well as the high similarity of tprF gene with
its paralogs (Table S3). Conversely, in the high-coverage PD28
genome, all investigated virulence factors were detected,
including the tpr genes (Table S3). Notably, the ancient European
genomes all contain the FadL family homolog TPANIC_0856,
which is missing in the colonial Mexican TPA genomes 94A
and 94B [52].
DISCUSSION
Early Emergence of Syphilis in Europe
In this study, four ancient Treponema genomes were retrieved
from human skeletal remains dating to early modern Europe,
providing unprecedented insights into the first reported epi-
demics of syphilis at the end of the 15th century. Two genomes,
PD28 and SJ219, were identified as strains of syphilis-causing
TPA, representing the first molecularly identified specimen of
this T. pallidum subspecies from early modern Europe. In most
of the tested settings, these genomes fall within the modern va-
riety of the TPA strains, albeit with bootstrap values 60–85.
They form a sister clade to the modern TPA branch, basal to all
its lineages with good support, when hypervariable and recom-
bining regions are excluded. The molecular clock dating analysis
of the genomes also lends support to the basal placement of
these two ancient genomes with respect to the modern TPA di-
versity. The PD28 sample was dated to the early modern period
by combined analyses of archaeological context and 14C dating.
Two independent radiocarbon analyses were performed on the
sample SJ219 from Estonia, placing it in the early to mid-15th
century, distinctly before Columbus’ expeditions. This dating
would place the first TPA contagions in Europe prior to the
NewWorld contact, suggesting that the original causative agent
of the continent-wide epidemic at the end of the 15th centurymay
have resided within the Old World. A reservoir effect could have
influenced the radiocarbon analysis results of the individual
SJ219 through the diet, and the dating could not be confirmed
with certainty (STAR Methods; Figure S1). However, such direct
evidence of TPA from an early European context gives unprece-
dented support for the existence of venereal syphilis around and
potentially prior to the contact Columbus initiated in the
Americas.
A B
Figure 3. Molecular Clock Dating
(A) Posterior distributions for the sampling dates of ancient genomes (left) and the divergence dates of more recent clades in the tree (right). The distributions are
truncated at the upper and lower limits of the 95%highest posterior density (HPD) intervals, and the red lines indicate themedian estimates. The shading indicates
the prior distributions used for the sampling dates of ancient samples (informed by radiocarbon date ranges). Vertical scale denotes time in years CE.
(B) Maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree of the dataset consisting of 24 modern and four ancient genomes estimated in BEAST2 v2.6 [82] under a relaxed clock
model and a Bayesian skyline plot demographic model. Node bars indicate the 95% HPD interval of internal nodes and sampling dates of the ancient genomes
(HPD intervals of the sampling dates in parentheses). The genomes from this study are marked in red and previously published ancient genome 133 in pink.
Horizontal scale denotes time in years BCE/CE.
See also Figures S5 and S6.
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Yaws-like Strains in Europe
Out of our four ancient genomes, two fell outside the variation of
TPA. One of them, CHS119 from Finland, clusters with the TPE
subspecies, the causative agent of yaws: an endemic trepone-
matosis mostly restricted to tropical regions today. A direct
radiocarbon dating places the sample in the 15th to 16th century,
yet full confidence of the date cannot be gained due to the poten-
tial marine reservoir effect [57, 58]. Some cases of endemic
treponematoses are assigned to Europe prior to the apparent
eradication of the disease in the 20th century [89–91], and
although the early infections’ likeness to the modern clinical
condition is not assured, this sample provides the first direct
evidence of a TPE infection in historical Northern Europe, far
from its typical present-day distribution. Strikingly, the contem-
poraneous genome KM14-7 from the Netherlands falls basal to
both the bejel- and yaws-causing lineages, unveiling a previously
unidentified lineage of T. pallidum.
The low sequencing coverage obtained for the KM14-7
genome prevented its inclusion in the recombination and time-
calibrated phylogenetic analysis. However, the ML tree topology
with KM14-7 in the basal position to TPE and TEN clades was
further confirmed through closer inspection at the nucleotide
level. The lineage shows genetic similarities to both current
TPA (12 characteristic SNPs) and TPE/TEN (18 characteristic
SNPs) strains but represents a distinct form from both and has
apparently diverged from their common ancestor before TPE
and TEN divergence, which we dated to at least 1,000 years
BP. Altogether, our ancient treponemal genomes from northern
and central Europe point to an early-existing diversity of
T. pallidum in the Old World. Their existence does not refute
the potential introduction of new strains of treponemes from
the NewWorld in the wake of the European expeditions yet lends
credibility to a potentially endemic origin of the 15th century
epidemics.
Whereas recombination events between the three modern-
day treponemal subspecies are deemed rare [92], such events
were observed across the subspecies in our study. These
recombination events presumably happened in the past, before
TPA, TPE, and TEN acquired their currently separated geograph-
ical niches [41, 52]. Contemporaneous historical cases of syph-
ilis and yaws in a geographically overlapping region provide a
plausible opportunity for recombination [73, 76]. The potential
recombination events observed in this study involved lineages
from the modern-day diversity, the ancient genomes PD28 and
CHS119 from Europe, and 94A and 94B genomes from Mexico
[52].
Overall, our observations point to recombination events that
are directed toward the syphilis-causing clades from the yaws-
and bejel-causing ancestors. The recombinations between the
clades further support a geographically close common history
of the TPA and TPE lineages, which cannot be concluded from
the geographical distribution of extant lineages.
Old Hypotheses Revisited
Assuming the ancient infectious agents had similar clinical man-
ifestations to modern-day T. pallidum subspecies, the recon-
structed TPA and TPE genomes from ancient Finnish and Esto-
nian human remains are showing an early spread of both
venereal syphilis and yaws at the northern end of Europe.
Although the 14C analyses and the archaeological context of
the individuals CHS119 and SJ219 support pre-Columbian
dating, these claims are thwarted by methodological uncer-
tainties (STAR Methods; Figure S1). In addition to the direct
dating of the individual samples, we used our novel ancient ge-
nomes for molecular dating of the phylogenetic clades of
T. pallidum (Figure 3). This dating analysis sets the TMRCA for
the entire T. pallidum family to at least 1000 BCE. The available
calibration points, however, provide only the lower bound for
the subspecies’ divergence, permitting a possibility of a deep
prehistoric background of treponemes in association with their
human hosts [25, 26]. The TMRCA for all TPA strains between
the 10th and 15th centuries CE supports a radiation of these
strains within Europe instead of having a single ancestral source
from the New World. The separation of TPE and TEN clades
between 9th century BCE and 10th century CE clearly predates
contact period and, together with the genome KM14-7 and its
Table 3. Posterior Estimates of the Sampling Dates of Ancient Genomes and the Divergence Dates of Clades Inferred by Molecular
Clock Dating
Sample/Clade Radiocarbon Date Range
Posterior Date Estimate Posterior Probability
Median 95% HPD Interval Pre-Columbian Monophyletic
133 (TPE) 1600–1861 1663.72 1600–1780.22 0 –
PD28 (TPA) 1666–1789 1713.01 1666.07–1777.66 0 –
SJ219 (TPA) 1434–1635 1535.41 1440.72–1632.46 0.278 –
CHS119 (TPE) 1450–1630 1609.09 1547.07–1629.99 0.005 –
SS14-w – 1954.58 1927.80–1973.75 – 0.9779
SS14 – 1834.92 1729.45–1912.34 – 0.981
Nichols – 1625.48 1485.25-1757.74 – 0.971
TPA – 1339.12 1117.16–1515.99 – 0.977
TPE – 1488.78 1376.73–1570.28 – 0.969
TPE/TEN – 472.19246 371.68–1110.10 – 0.963
Date ranges defined by radiocarbon dating were used as prior distributions for ancient sequences in themolecular clock dating analyses. The posterior
probability that a sample is pre-Columbian is calculated as the proportion of posterior samples with a date <1493, and the posterior probability that a
clade is monophyletic is calculated as the proportion of posterior trees where the clade is monophyletic.
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ancestral characteristics, suggests a common history of these
diseases in the Old World. All currently known lineages of yaws
have a common ancestor as late as 14th to 16th century CE,
which could point to a novel radiation simultaneously with the
rise of the early venereal syphilis, possibly enabled by the
same evolutionary opportunities around the contact period or
due to competition between concurrent subspecies.
The KM14-7 genome represents a possibly unprecedented
type of treponemal infectious agent that possessed genetic sim-
ilarities to both currently existing syphilis and yaws yet appears
to have been distinct from both. In its pathogenesis, this agent
may have resembled endemic treponematoses, because the
majority of its recovered SNPs are shared with the yaws and be-
jel lineages. It has been suggested that yaws or its ancestors
represent the original form of treponematosis that appeared
and spread around the world thousands of years ago, was
then re-introduced to the Iberian Peninsula via the Central and
Western African slave trade some 50 years before Columbus’
travels, and eventually gave rise to the venereal syphilis [42,
93]. It is indeed possible that the venereal form in the Old World
developed from an endemic type of disease, enhanced by
genetic recombination events or in response to a competition
between existing pathogens [34, 38]. Likewise, recombination
events may have occurred between the endemic European
strains and novel lineages introduced in the wake of the New
World contact, precipitating the epidemic events at that time.
Although cladality between the different subspecies clearly ex-
ists in both the past and present, it now seems likely that recom-
bination has interconnected these clades in the past and that the
genetic differences do not necessarily define the treponemal
pathogenesis observed in the archaeological remains. Further-
more, recent studies of apparently endemic cases of sexually
transmitted bejel from Japan and Cuba possess potential to
challenge the modern-day views on geographical and etiological
particularity and transmission routes of the different subspecies
[9, 94]. Recombination occurring between TPA and TEN clades
A
B
Figure 4. Virulence Analysis
A heatmap visualization of 60 putative virulence genes analyzed on the four ancient genomes from early modern Europe (Ancient European genomes) based on
Nichols reference genome (CP004010.2) annotation, in comparison with a selection of six modern TPA strains, three from Nichols and SS14 clades each, and the
previously published colonial Mexican genomes [52], using (A) a quality filtering threshold of 37, excluding any mapping of reads, should the exact region appear
more than once along the genome and (B) a quality filtering threshold of 0, i.e., allowing a mapping of reads on identical regions. See also Table S3.
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has been proposed as a plausible course of evolution, leading to
these still poorly known local strains, the Bosnia A bejel-causing
strain, and an isolate 11q/j found from a syphilis-like lesion in a
bejel patient [76, 95]. These recombination events may stem
from a historical time that provided more geographical overlap
and thus allowed encounters between T. pallidum subspecies.
Our data show that all genes associated with virulence in
modern T. pallidum strains were likely already present in ancient
European strains. In particular, the FadL homolog gene, possibly
representing a deletion specific to the colonial Mexican strains,
was recovered in all the ancient European genomes reported
here. Thus, any excess of virulence potentially developed by
T. pallidum during the second half of the 20th century was likely
not through novel gene acquisition. To ascertain the alleged
gradual reduction of virulence in syphilis after the initial European
outbreak and highlight possible changes in protein functions
coded by individual genes, more detailed sequence compari-
sons between ancient and modern genomes would be required,
likely accompanied by de novo approaches with functional
predictions that are beyond assessing with our current low-
coverage data. Apart from the etiology and sequence diversity
of these newly discovered ancient genomes, many past
T. pallidum lineages can be presumed to remain entirely un-
known today. Once revealed, they may prove pivotal in uncover-
ing the relationship between treponemal strains and dating their
emergence.
Outlook and Implications on Sampling Strategies
Retrieving treponemal DNA from skeletal material is highly chal-
lenging, and the feasibility of the effort was widely questioned
before the recently published colonial Mexican genomes
[49, 50, 52]. Furthermore, diagnostic signs between endemic
and venereal syphilis are difficult to distinguish, especially in
skeletal remains, and several forms of treponematoses appear
to have existed concurrently in early modern Europe. Although
the previously published Mexican genomes were obtained only
from neonates and infants [52], our four positive cases represent
both non-adult (KM14-7, SJ219, and PD28) and adult (CHS119)
individuals, including one only tentatively diagnosed case of
treponematosis (SJ219). Successful retrieval of treponemal
DNA was likely facilitated by sampling hard tissue directly
involved with an ongoing inflammatory response, such as an
active lesion (KM14-7), or one possessing ample blood flow,
such as dental cavity (CHS119). With the perinatal sample
(PD28), we witnessed the first retrieval of pathogen DNA from
a petrous bone, yielding an ancient TPA genome with up to
136-fold coverage. Presumably, an extremely high bacterial
load that contributed to this exceptionally successful case was
a consequence of an early, systemic congenital infection [96].
Retrieving ancient treponemal DNA from such a large variety of
skeletal materials raises hopes of achieving future progress
with the paleopathological cases of advanced and latent infec-
tions. Altogether, we were able to reconstruct four ancient trep-
onemal genomes, from two of the known subspecies and one
formerly unknown strain. These cases support the notion that
different treponemal agents cause essentially similar skeletal
alterations and are highly adaptable to environmental circum-
stances [40, 97]. We therefore propose that the geographical
separation criteria between treponemal diseases should be
used with caution, especially when related to earlier forms of
treponematoses and their diagnostic manifestations within the
archaeological record. Improving methodologies specifically
targeted for samples with low bacterial load or sparse genomic
coverage may soon aid in recovering positive ancient DNA
results from putative cases of treponematoses from early- to
prehistoric contexts, thereby illuminating the most persistent
quandaries of the field, including the ultimate origin of venereal
syphilis.
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Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins
EDTA solution, pH 8.0, 0.5 M AppliChem Cat#A4892,1000
1x Tris-EDTA pH 8.0 AppliChem Cat#A8569,0500
Proteinase K, Molecular Biology Grade, 1600 Units BioConcept AG Cat#P8107S
Guanidine hydrochloride Sigma-Aldrich Cat#G3272-500 g
3M Sodium Acetate pH 5.5 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#S7899-500ML
Ethanol Merck Cat#1009832511
Isopropanol Merck Cat#1070222511
BSA Molecular Biology Grade (conc. 20 mg/ml), 12 mg BioConcept AG Cat#B9000S
Adenosine 50-Triphosphate (ATP), 1 ml BioConcept AG Cat#P0756S
Bst 2.0 DNA Polymerase, 1600 units BioConcept AG Cat#M0275S
dNTPs 25 mM Thermo Scientific Cat#R1121
Quick Ligation Kit, 150 reactions BioConcept AG Cat#M2200L
T4 DNA Polymerase, 150 units BioConcept AG Cat#M0203S
T4 Polynucleotide Kinase, 500 units BioConcept AG Cat#M0201S
PfuTurbo Cx Hotstart DNA POL, 1000 U Agilent Technologies Cat#600414
Tween 20 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#P9416-50ML
User Enzyme, 250 units BioConcept AG Cat#M5505 L
Water Molecular grade Sigma-Aldrich Cat#W4502-1L
Water Chromasolv Plus for HPLC Sigma-Aldrich Cat#34877-2.5L
PB-Buffer QIAGEN Cat#19066
NEB Buffer 2 (10X) BioConcept AG Cat#B7002S
Isothermal Buffer (10x) BioConcept AG Cat#B0537S
NaCl solution, 5 M Sigma-Aldrich Cat#S5150-1L
SDS solution, 20% Ambion Cat#AM9820
SSC buffer, 20X Ambion Cat#AM9770
Tris-HCl solution, pH 8, 1M AppliChem Cat#A4577,0500
FastAP thermosensitive alkaline phosphatase ThermoScientific Cat#EF0651
PEG-4000 solution, 50% (wt/vol) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#89782-100ML-F
Dynabeads MyOne streptavidin C1 Life Technologies Cat#65001
dNTP mix 25mM each ThermoScientific Cat#R1121
T4 DNA Polymerase ThermoScientific Cat#EP0062
T4 DNA Ligase ThermoScientific Cat#EL0012
pUC19 NEB Cat#N3041S
T4 DNA Ligase, HC (30 U/mL) ThermoScientific Cat#EL0013
T4 DNA Ligase (5 U/mL) ThermoScientific Cat#EL0012
T4 RNA Ligase Reaction Buffer BioConcept AG Cat#B0216L
DNA Polymerase I, Large (Klenow) Fragment (5000U/ml) BioConcept AG Cat#M0210L
T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (10U/ml) ThermoScientific Cat#EK0032
ATP Solution (100 mM)-0.25 mL Thermo Fisher / Life
Technologies Europe BV
Cat#R0441
Klenow Fragment (10 U/mL)-1,500 units Thermo Fisher / Life
Technologies Europe BV
Cat#EP0052
Agilent Oligo aCGH/Chip-on-Chip Wash Buffer 2, 4L Agilent Cat#5188-5222
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Oligo aCGGH/Chip-onchip Hybridization Kit Agilent Cat#5188-5220
Oligo aCGH/ChIP-on-chip Wash Buffer Kit Agilent Cat#5188-5226
Agilent Oligo aCGH/Chip-on-Chip Wash Buffer 1, 4L Agilent Cat#5188-5221
Amplitaq Gold Kit 1000U mit Puffer + MgCl2 Applied Cat#4311816
Critical Commercial Assays
Zymo-Spin V Columns w/ Reservoir Lucerna Chem AG - Cat.1 Cat#ZYM-C1016-50-50ST
Min Elute PCR Purification Kit QIAGEN Cat#28006




Herculase II Fusion DNA POL, 400 rxn Agilent Technologies
(Schweiz) AG
Cat#600679
D1000 Reagents for 112 samples Agilent Technologies
(Schweiz) AG
Cat#5067-5583
D1000 ScreenTape for 112 samples Agilent Technologies
(Schweiz) AG
Cat#5067-5582
DNA1000 Lab Chip Kit Agilent Cat#5067-1504
SureSelect DNA Capture Arrays 1M Agilent Technologies Cat#046466
Deposited Data









IS3_adapter.P5+P7 A*G*A*T*CGGAA*G*A*G*C [98] Sigma Aldrich
IS 7_Short_amp_P5 ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGAC [98] Sigma Aldrich
IS 8_short_amp_P7 GTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT [98] Sigma Aldrich
IS 5_Reamp_P5 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGA [98] Sigma Aldrich


























MarkDuplicates (Picard) v2.15.0 [99] http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/;
RRID: SCR_006525
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MapDamage v.2.0 [100] https://ginolhac.github.io/mapDamage/;
RRID: SCR_001240
GATK UnifiedGenotyper v.3.8.0 [101] https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/;
RRID: SCR_001876
MultiVCFAnalyzer [102] https://github.com/alexherbig/MultiVCFAnalyzer
BEAST2 v.2.6 [82] https://www.beast2.org/; RRID: SCR_017307
BEDtools [103] http://bedtools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/;
RRID: SCR_006646
ggplot2 [104, 105] http://ggplot2.org/; RRID: SCR_014601
RStudio [106] https://rstudio.com/; RRID: SCR_000432
Circleator [56] https://github.com/jonathancrabtree/Circleator/;
RRID: SCR_002801




IQ-TREE v.1.6.10 [110] http://www.iqtree.org/
RaxML v. 8.2.12 [111] https://github.com/stamatak/standard-RAxML
CircularMapper v.1.0 [69] https://github.com/apeltzer/CircularMapper
AdapterRemoval v.2.2.1 [112] https://github.com/MikkelSchubert/adapterremoval;
RRID: SCR_011834
Tracer v1.7 [113] http://beast.community/tracer
ggtree [114] https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/
bioc/html/ggtree.html
AliView 1.21 [115] https://github.com/AliView
Other
T. pallidum colonial Mexican aDNA [52] ENA: RJEB21276, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/
data/view/PRJEB21276
Modern T. pallidum genome set [41] SRA: PRJNA313497, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
bioproject/?term=PRJNA313497
T. pallidum DAL_1 genome [71] GenBank: CP003115.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/nuccore/CP003115
T. pallidum Nichols genome [75] GenBank: NC_021490.2, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/nuccore/NC_021490.2
T. pallidum Chicago genome [70] GenBank: NC_017268.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/nuccore/NC_017268.1
T. pallidum SEA81_4 genome [77] GenBank: CP003679.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/nuccore/CP003679.1
T. pallidum P3 genome [78] SRA: SRR2996731, https://trace.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Traces/sra/?run=SRR2996731
T. pallidum SS14 genome [75] GenBank: NC_021508.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/nuccore/NC_021508.1
T. pallidum Mexico A genome [73] GenBank: NC_018722.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/nuccore/NC_018722.1
T. pallidum Fribourg-Blanc genome [74] GenBank: NC_021179.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/nuccore/NC_021179.1
T. pallidum Gauthier genome [72] GenBank: NC_016843.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/nuccore/NC_016843.1
T. pallidum CDC2 genome [72] GenBank: NC_016848.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/nuccore/NC_016848.1
T. pallidum Samoa D genome [72] GenBank: NC_016842.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/nuccore/NC_016842.1
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Additional information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Verena
J. Schuenemann (verena.schuenemann@iem.uzh.ch).
Materials Availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.
Data and Code Availability
The accession number for the data reported in this paper is ENA: PRJEB35855. The original datasets and code generated during this
study are available at DOI: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3925826. The workflow and scripts for molecular clock dating and date
randomisation tests are additionally available at https://github.com/laduplessis/Treponema_pallidum_in_early_modern_Europe.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Ethical approvals
All ancient human remains used in this study come from archaeological excavations and are over 100 years old. Therefore, they are
not subject to the Human Tissue Act (2004) and no ethics approvals are required.
Description of archaeological contexts and sample selection
Porvoo Cathedral burial ground
The stone Dome of Porvoo in Finland gained its status as a Cathedral in 1723 [116], although an earlier, wooden church has been on
the site, and the cemetery around it used likely as early as 13th to 14th century on. However, most of the individuals excavated from the
site in 2007 were buried in a 17th to 18th century style in coffins, and were relatively wealthy, considering their burial location at the
prestigious, southern side of the church. The late timescale is confirmed by the lower bound of the radiocarbon dating of the PD28
individual in 1666 CE, although the upper bound reaches into the modern era (Klaus-Tschira-Arch€aometrie-Zentrum am Curt-Engel-
horn-Zentrum, Mannheim, Germany: MAMS 35328, Figure S1). It is known that the cemetery was formally used until 1789, and the
churchyard leveled in 1791, providing a historical limit to date the remains excavated from the site [117,118] .
The Holy Ghost Chapel, Turku
Historical Julin’s plot in Turku, Finland, contained the Church of the Holy Ghost and its cemetery. It was also a location of an early hos-
pital for the poor (House of the Holy Ghost). The cemetery was used over at least two hundred years, from the end of the 14th century to
themid-17th century [119]. The remains excavated from the site in 1985were deposited in the crypt of theHolyGhost Chapel, located in
the Casagrande property later built on the plot. The radiocarbon dating for the individual CHS119 placed the bonematerial between the
years 1443 and 1460CE (Klaus-Tschira-Arch€aometrie-Zentrum amCurt-Engelhorn-Zentrum,Mannheim, Germany:MAMS35325), but
the reservoir effect corrections calculated at the Helsinki Natural History Museum Laboratory of Chronology revealed a dual peak
pattern of two time windows, one between 1450 and 1525 CE, and another between 1570 and 1630 CE [57, 58] (Figure S1).
St Jacob’s cemetery, Tartu
St. Jacob’s suburbancemetery inTartu is archaeologicallydated to from the13th to late16thcenturies. The suburbancemeterywasused
by lower social strata. Independent radiocarbon dating analyses for the individual SJ219 were produced in two laboratories (Klaus-
Tschira-Arch€aometrie-Zentrum amCurt-Engelhorn-Zentrum,Mannheim, Germany:MAMS35326 and the AMS laboratory, ETH Zürich:
ETH-100446), bothofwhichplace the individual in the 15thcentury (1434-1446and1429-1476CE, respectively, FigureS1). In addition to
the bone of individual SJ219, a preserved fragment from her wooden coffin was dated in order to estimate a date that would not be
affected by any potential dietary reservoir effect (AMS laboratory, ETH Zürich: ETH-101915). Unfortunately, this dating provided awider
temporal range than that of the human remains from the grave (1463 to 1635 CE). The upper boundary of the wood sample dating was
chosen as an upper limit in the BEAST2 analyses to avoid bias from the possible reservoir effect in the bone material.
Gertrude’s Infirmary, Kampen
The Kampen sample KM14-7 was radiocarbon dated to 1494-1631 CE (Klaus-Tschira-Arch€aometrie-Zentrum am Curt-Engelhorn-
Zentrum, Mannheim, Germany: MAMS 33918, Figure S1). The sample stems from a collection of disarticulated skeletal material
found in a large excavated area within the cemetery of Gertrude’s Infirmary in Kampen, the Netherlands. The use of this graveyard
Continued
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T. pallidum Bosnia A genome [76] SRA: SRR3268694, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
sra/SRR3268694
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spans from the mid-14th to early 17th century. Reservoir effect corrections are not planned at this time. It is, however, noted from the
stable isotope values (d15N and d13C) in the bone material, that a marine reservoir effect due to the individual’s diet could possibly
affect the radiocarbon dates retrieved for the sample.
Altogether nine individuals from Estonian, Finnish and Netherlandic sources were tested for treponemal DNA. (The list of included
samples: Porvoo Dome, Porvoo, Finland: grave 28, petrous part of temporal bone; St. Jacob’s Cemetery, Tartu, Estonia: individual
219, phalanx and premolar; St. Georges’ Cemetery, Tartu, Estonia: individual 34, metacarpal bone and premolar; Holy Ghost Chapel,
Turku Finland: individuals 101, molar; 107, molar; 119, premolar; 122, molar; 305, molar; and Gertrude’s Infirmary, Kampen, the
Netherlands: individual 14, disintegrated tibia fragment N:o 7). Samples confirmed to be positive for the treponemal agent’s DNA
included the perinatal individual’s petrous bone from Porvoo, Finland (PD28), the premolar from Turku, Finland (CHS119), the meta-
carpal bone from Tartu, Estonia (SJ219), and the fragment of tibia from Kampen, the Netherlands (KM14-7). The skeletal elements
were chosen either due to the visible lesions, or to the individual’s perinatal death, indicating a possible congenital case of syphilis. A
petrous portion of the skull was used for the perinatal individual from Porvoo, as it is generally the most well-preserved part of the
skeleton [120]. Since congenital syphilis is considered to be systemic [96], we expected all of the skeletal elements of this individual
to be affected by the potential infection. All the five individuals tested from Turku showed signals of treponemal infection: mulberry
molars, bone changes in the skull or lesions in the long bones. The Turku individuals were previously studied for their mitochondrial
human DNA and published in a population genetics study [121]. The individuals from the two Tartu sites, St. Jacobs cemetery and
St. George’s cemetery, were both studied archaeologically and, showing signs of severe infection which affected their skeleton, they
were chosen to be tested for treponemal diseases. The Kampen individual is represented by only one fragmented tibia, found dis-
articulated from the burial ground at the excavation of Gertrude’s Infirmary. The tibia had a periosteal lesion of striated woven bone,
also causing a bowing of the bone, which indicates possible treponemal infection in the individual.
METHOD DETAILS
Sample processing
Documentation and UV-irradiation of the bone material for decontamination, as well as laboratory procedures for sampling, DNA
extraction, library preparation and library indexing were all conducted in facilities dedicated to ancient DNA work at the University
of Tübingen, with necessary precautions taken including protective clothing and minimum contamination-risk working methods.
All post-amplification steps were performed in a laboratory provided by the Department of Toxicology at the University of Tübingen
as well as in the post-PCR laboratory of the Paleogenetics Group, Institute of Evolutionary Medicine (IEM), University of Zurich (UZH).
DNA sequencing was performed at the sequencing facilities of theMax Planck Institute for the Science of Human History in Jena or at
the Functional Genomics Center at the University of Zurich (FGCZ).
Reservoir effect correction of the CHS119 sample
Marine and freshwater reservoir effects can cause an offset in C14 ages between contemporaneous remains of humans or animals,
depending on whether they relied mainly on terrestrial or aquatic food sources [122]. The protocols for radiocarbon dating and stable
isotopic measurements for CHS119 sample at the Laboratory of Chronology, Finnish Natural History Museum, were as follows. The
method for collagen extraction was based on the Longin method [123] and followed a previously described protocol by Berglund and
colleagues [124]. To check post-mortem alteration, the contents of N and C (wt-%) and the atomic C/N ratio of the collagen were
monitored (C-% = 37.4%, N-% = 13.6%, C/N ratio = 3.2) fulfilling the accepted quality criteria for well-preserved collagen i.e.,
2.9–3.6 [125].
For radiocarbon analysis, the collagen sample was packed inside a silver cup (Elemental Microanalysis D2001) and the packed
sample was combusted with an Elemental Analyzer (Thermo Scientific Flash 2000 NC). The resulting CO2 was cryogenically trapped
and reduced to graphite in the presence of zinc powder and iron catalyst [126] by using the Labview controlled HASE facility [127].
The graphite sample was measured for radiocarbon contents at the Helsinki AMS facility [128]. The result has been normalized
for isotopic fractionation by using the d13C value measured with the AMS facility. Lastly, the radiocarbon date (HeLa-4271) of
383 ± 24 BP was obtained.
Dietary stable isotopic (carbon and nitrogen) ratios were measured from bone collagen parallel to AMS analyses for the sample
CHS119 at the Finnish Natural HistoryMuseum facility by using EA-IRMS technique. The elemental content and isotopic composition
of carbon and nitrogen were measured on a NC2500 elemental analyzer coupled to a Thermo Scientific Delta V Plus isotope ratio
mass spectrometer. The raw isotope data were normalized with a two-point calibration using international reference materials
with known isotopic compositions (USGS-40, USGS-41). The mean measured raw d13C and d15N values for calibration references
were 26.7 and 4.7 for USGS-40 and 36.2 and 46.5 for USGS-41, respectively. Replicate analyses of a quality control reference
analyzed alongside the unknowns indicate a 1s internal precision of% 0.1 for both d13C and d15N. This process resulted in dietary
isotopic values of d13C = 19.7& and d15N = 12.3&.
To obtain an estimate for a potential reservoir effect (RE) within the radiocarbon age, dietary modellings with FRUITS software [129]
were performed based on an assumption of three food groups (marine, freshwater and terrestrial foods), and adopting the macro-
nutrient concentrations, isotopic offsets and the isotopic baseline data [58] from the dIANA database [57] was used for gathering the
Northern European isotopic data. The marine isotopic signature and corresponding marine reservoir effect was assumed to come
from the vicinity of Finland Proper (Bothnian Sea, Archipelago and its surroundings). It was estimated [58] that this corresponds
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to the maximal marine reservoir effect (in marine animals) of 173 ± 41 14C years. The dietary modeling provided the contribution of
bone collagen carbon from such a source and provided means to scale down the potential reservoir age of human bone collagen.
Correspondingly, the maximal freshwater reservoir effect (in fish) was estimated as 107 ± 52 14C years. Eventually, the human bone
collagen REs was estimated to beMRE = 28 ± 11 14C years and FRE = 11 ± 9 14C years yielding to a RE-corrected radiocarbon age of
345 ± 29 14C years corresponding to the HeLa-4271 measurement. As the same amount of RE is also assumed for MAMS-35325
measurement (421 ± 18 BP), the same correction was adopted yielding to 383 ± 24 14C years. Finally, the combined RE-corrected
radiocarbon age of 368 ± 19 14C years was obtained. These ages were calibrated according to Bronk Ramsey et al. [130] and Reimer
et al. [131] (Figure S1).
Sampling and DNA extraction
Before extracting DNA from the samples, all surfaces were irradiated with ultraviolet light (UV-irradiated) to minimize potential
contamination from modern DNA. DNA extraction was performed according to a well-established extraction protocol for ancient
DNA [132]. For DNA extraction, 30-120 mg of bone powder was used per sample. The bone powder was obtained by drilling
bone tissue using a dental drill and dental drill bits. For different individuals, variable amounts of extracts were produced. During
each extraction, one positive control (ancient cave bear bone powder sample) and one negative control were included for every
ten samples. Positive extraction controls were carried along until the indexing of DNA-libraries, and the negative controls were car-
ried through all following experiments and sequenced.
Library preparation
In this study, double-stranded (ds) and single-stranded (ss) DNA-libraries were produced. All DNA library preparation procedures
applied in this study are described in the following paragraphs.
Double-stranded DNA library preparation
For the preparation of DNA-libraries 20ml of DNA extract was converted into ds-DNA libraries [133]. For every ten libraries produced,
one negative control was used. Negative controls for library preparations were processed in parallel with all following experiments.
Sample-specific barcodes (indexes) were added to both ends of the libraries [98]. The indexed libraries were then amplified to reach a
minimum DNA concentration of 90ng/ml. The amplification was performed using 1x Herculase II buffer, 0.4 mM IS5 and 0.4 mM IS6
primer [98], Herculase II Fusion DNA Polymerase (Agilent Technologies), 0.25 mM dNTPs (100 mM; 25 mM each dNTP) and 5 ml in-
dexed library as DNA template. Four reactions per library were prepared and the total amplification reaction volume was 100ml. The
thermal profile included an initial denaturation for 2minutes at 95C and 3-18 cycles, depending on DNA concentration after indexing
of the libraries, denaturation for 30 s at 95C, 30 s annealing at 60C and a 30 s elongation at 72C, followed by a final elongation step
for 5 minutes at 72C. All splits of one indexed library were pooled and purified using the QIAGEN MinElute PCR purification kit. The
final quantification for all DNA libraries was performed with the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer.
Uracil-DNA Glycosylase (UDG) treated double-stranded DNA library preparation
To avoid potential sequencing artifacts caused by the characteristic ancient DNA damage profile [134] additional libraries for
genome-wide enrichment were created, namely 30ml of DNA extract was pre-treated with uracil-DNA glycosylase [62]. Controls
were also treated accordingly. Sequencing libraries were indexed and amplified as described above.
Single-stranded DNA library preparation
Single-stranded libraries were generated from 20 mL of DNA extract according to established protocols [135]. Two single-stranded
libraries were prepared for the four positive individuals. All single-stranded libraries were indexed and amplified with the same exper-
imental procedures as applied and described for the double-stranded DNA libraries. To assess the library concentration, D1000 High
Sensitivity ScreenTape was used on an Agilent 2200 Tapestation. All libraries were pooled in equimolar concentration for the
genome-wide enrichment step.
Capture techniques
Capture for a first screening for treponemal DNA
For the first screening for Treponema pallidum DNA, all double-stranded libraries without UDG treatment for all individuals were
pooled. All negative controls were pooled separately. The T. pallidum screening was performed using a modified version [41] of
the array capture approach originally developed by Hodges and colleagues [59] to enrich the sample libraries for T. pallidum-specific
DNA. Here, we used arrays designed by Agilent Technology and the blocking oligonucleotides (BO) 4, 6, 8, and 10 [98] in the initial
screening and followed the same enrichment procedure as described by Arora and colleagues [41] and Schuenemann and
colleagues [52], as follows:
Whole-genome capture
After the analysis of the shotgun screening data from the initial sequencing, UDG-treated double-stranded DNA libraries and
single-stranded DNA libraries were produced for samples potentially positive for syphilis and used for whole genome capture.
The whole-genome capture was performed as described above using the same array enrichment strategy. In addition to the blocking
oligonucleotides for double-stranded libraries, specific blocking oligonucleotides 4, 6, 8, and 11 [98] were used for single-stranded
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libraries. The whole-genome enrichment for treponemal DNA was produced in three rounds of array capture and a maximum of two
libraries from different individuals were pooled for each array. Enrichment pools were diluted to 10 nMol/L for sequencing.
In-solution capture for KM14-7
An additional in-solution capture procedure was performed for sample KM14-7 to obtain higher coverage. Genome-wide enrichment
of single-stranded libraries was performed through custom target enrichment kits (Arbor Bioscience). RNA baits with a length of 60
nucleotides and a 4bp tiling density were designed based on three reference genomes (Nichols, GenBank: CP004010.2, SS14: Gen-
Bank CP000805.1, Fribourg Blanc: GenBank CP003902). Five hundred ng library pools were enriched according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Captured libraries were amplified in 33 100 mL reactions containing 1 unit Herculase II Fusion DNA polymerase
(Agilent), 1x Herculase II reaction buffer, 0.25mM dNTPs, 0.4 mM primers IS5 and IS6 [98] and 15 mL library template. The thermal
profile was the following: initial denaturation at 95C for 2 min, 14 cycles of denaturation at 95C for 30 s, annealing at 60C for
30 s, and elongation at 72C for 30 s, followed by a final elongation at 72C for 5 min. Captured libraries were purified with MinElute
spin columns (QIAGEN) and quantified with a D1000 High Sensitivity ScreenTape on an Agilent 2200 TapeStation.
Sequencing
The first two rounds of genome-wide enriched (array enrichment strategy) double-stranded libraries were sequenced at the Max
Planck Institute for the Science of HumanHistory in Jena on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 platformwith 1*75+8+8 cycles (single-end reads),
following the manufacturer’s protocols for multiplex sequencing. The third round of genome-wide array capture enrichment for
Treponema pallidum DNA by double-stranded libraries was sequenced at the Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History
in Jena on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 platformwith 2*50+8+8 cycles (paired-end reads), followingmanufacturer’s protocols. In the fourth
round of sequencing the single-stranded DNA libraries, enriched by array capture strategy for Treponema pallidum DNA, were
sequenced. The sequencing was performed on an Illumina NextSeq500 platform 2*75+8+8 cycles (paired-end reads) at the Func-
tional Genomics Center Zurich.
Read processing, mapping and variant calling
The data from the preliminary shotgun-sequencing of the PD28 sample and a screening capture for the samples SJ219, CHS119 and
KM14-7 were used to select the four samples in this study as T. pallidum positive candidates. The four selected samples then un-
derwent a subsequent enrichment targeted for the genetic sequence of T. pallidum. The resulting data was processed as described
in the following paragraphs.
The capture data from the sequencing runs were merged sample-wise and data processing was performed using EAGER version
1.92.37 (Efficient Ancient GEnome Reconstruction) [69]. The quality of the sequencing data was assessed using the FastQC [109]
and the reads were adaptor trimmed with AdapterRemoval ver. 2.2.1a [112]. Sequencing reads were mapped to a TPA Nichols refer-
ence genome (CP004010.2) using CircularMapper version 1.0 [69] with a minimum quality score of 37 and a stringency parameter n =
0.1. Duplicates were removed with MarkDuplicates v2.15.0 [99]. MapDamage version 2.0.6 [100] was used to investigate the damage
patterns, which can authenticate the ancient origin of the DNA sequences (Figure S2) and Circleator plots [56] were produced to show-
case the different genome coverages among the samples (Figure S3). TheGenomeAnalysis Toolkit (GATK) version 3.8.0 [101, 136] was
used to perform SNP calling and generate vcf. files for each genome. The same procedure was also employed after mapping reads to
the TPE CDC2 genome (CP002375.1), in order to assess potential reference-related biases on the phylogenetic inference.
Genomic dataset and multisequence alignment
We constituted a genomic dataset representative of the extant diversity of T. pallidum and including the three previously published
ancient genomes fromMexico. Raw sequencing data was gathered for strains that were high-throughput sequenced. The previously
exposed procedure was then applied to obtain vcf. files for each genome. We used MultiVCFAnalyzer [102] to produce alignments
with the following parameters: bases were called if covered by at least two reads with a mapping quality of 30 and a consensus of at
least 90% (with the one-read-exception rule implemented in MultiVCFAnalyzer). The resulting alignment was realigned with already
assembled genomes (isolates Bosnia A, CDC2, Chicago, Fribourg, Gauthier, Mexico A, PT_SIF1002, SS14, and SEA81_4_1), using
AliView version 1.21 [115]. A complete dataset used for the phylogenetic analyses consisted of 26 modern Treponema pallidum
strains [41, 70–78] including PT_SIF1002 (unpublished, GenBank: NZ_CP016051.1) and all ancient genomes used in this study.
For the molecular dating analysis with BEAST2, two highly passaged modern strains (NIC2, Nichols) and the two ancient strains
from colonial Mexico [52] (94A and 94B) along with the European ancient genome KM14-7 from this study, were excluded.
SNP quality assessment
Calling SNPs from ancient bacterial DNA data is challenging due to DNA damage, potential environmental contamination and low
genome coverage which may lead to the recovery of artifactual genetic variation in reconstructed DNA sequences. This can interfere
with all subsequent analyses and, in particular, lead to artificially long branches in phylogenetic trees and impede time-calibrated
analyses. Artifactual SNPs resulting from environmental contamination shared between several samples may also lead to biases
in inferred phylogenetic tree topologies or generate misleading evidence of genetic recombination.
In order to filter for artifactual SNPs, we used the SNPEvaluation tool [107] as proposed by Keller and colleagues [108]. To generate
the required vcf. file for genomes generated through Sanger sequencing, we simulated NGS-like reads based on genome assemblies
using the tool Genome2Reads (integrated in the EAGER pipeline [69]), which were then mapped to the Nichols and CDC2 reference
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genomes according to the previously described procedure. For all newly generated ancient genomes, as well as for all previously
published genomes for which the mean sequencing coverage was below 20, we reviewed all unique SNPs (Tables S1 and S2).
We also reviewed any SNP shared by less than 6 genomes that had at least one of the following features in a 50-bp window around
the SNP: (i) some positions were not covered, (ii) the reference was supported by at least one read or (iii) the coverage changed de-
pending on the mapping stringency (i.e., we compared the initial alignments with ‘‘low-stringency’’ alignments produced with bwa
parameter n = 0.01). Any SNP supported by less than four reads was excluded (i.e., N was called at that position) if at least one
read supported the reference or if the SNP was ‘‘damage-like’’ (i.e resulting from a C to T or G to A substitution). Furthermore, the
specificity of the reads supporting the SNPs was verified by mapping them against the full GenBank database with BLAST [137].
Any SNP supported by reads mapping equally or better to other organisms than T. pallidumwas excluded. Since many of these false
SNPs likely arising from non-specific mapping were located in tRNAs, we excluded all tRNAs from the alignments. The list of
excluded positions was written in a gff file (Data S1) and removed from the full alignment (Data S2) generated by MultiVCFAnalyzer
using an in-house bash script.
Phylogenetic and recombination analysis
An analysis pipeline described by Pla-Dı́az and colleagues (M.P.-D., unpublished data) was used to investigate putative recombining
genes, which could potentially interfere with phylogenetic tree topologies between the modern and ancient lineages. Altogether 12
putative recombinant geneswere subsequently excluded, resulting in an alternative positioning of the ancient TPA strains close to the
Nichols cluster. The pipeline included the following steps: 1) Obtaining an ML tree with the complete multiple alignment, using IQ-
TREE v.1.6.10 [110]. 2) Obtaining ML trees for each protein-coding gene. 3) Testing the phylogenetic signal in each gene alignment
[138]. 4) Testing the congruence between each gene tree and the complete genome alignment and between each gene alignment and
the complete genome tree [139]. 5) Confirming a minimum of three consecutive SNPs congruent with a recombination event for all
genes passing the filtering of step 3 and 4 using MEGA7 v. 7.0 [140]. 6) Removing the protein-coding genes with signals of being
involved in recombination events.
Prior to the final phylogenetic analyses, genes containing recombining regions identified through the above-mentioned procedure
were excluded from the sequence alignment (Data S3). Additionally, 18 genes previously reported as hypervariable, carrying many
repetitive regions and inducing recombination-like effects inmapping were considered to potentially bias the phylogenetic signal [38,
141–145] and were also removed. Those included the arp gene (TPANIC_0433), FadL homolog genes (TPANIC_0548 TPANIC_0856,
TPANIC_0858, TPANIC_0859, TPANIC_0865) and all tpr genes TPANIC_0009, TPANIC_0011, TPANIC_0117, TPANIC_0131,
TPANIC_0313, TPANIC_0316, TPANIC_0317, TPANIC_0610, TPANIC_0620, TPANIC_0621, TPANIC_0897, TPANIC_1031). Finally,
positions having > 25%missing data were trimmed, and a SNP alignment was generated, recording the number of constant sites to
allow ascertainment bias correction (Data S3). A phylogenetic analysis was performed using RAxML v. 8.2.12 [111] with the rapid
bootstrap algorithm. The ASC_GTRGAMMA substitution model was used together with the ‘‘stamatakis’’ ascertainment bias correc-
tion to account for the number of constant sites not appearing in the SNP alignment.
The same analysis was conducted on different alignments to assess the effect of data processing on phylogenetic inference
(Figures S4 and S5). Using a full genome instead of a SNP alignment (Figure S4B), keeping positions with > 25% missing data
(Figure S4C), or using the TPE CDC2 reference genome for read mapping (Figure 2; Data S4) had little effect on the resulting tree
topology, which supports the robustness of our results with respect to these aspects of data processing. Conversely, the inclusion
of recombining or the abovementioned mapping-obstructing genes in the alignment (Figures S4D and S4E) resulted in topological
changes, particularly regarding the position of the PD28, SJ219, 94A and 94B ancient genomes with respect to modern TPA clades.
This highlights that genetic recombination may significantly bias phylogenetic reconstruction of Treponema if not accounted for.
KM14-7 SNP analysis
In the phylogenetic tree, KM14-7 was placed basal to TPE and TEN clades. Although bootstrap support was very high, we further
evaluated the authenticity of this remarkable position because this genome contained a large fraction of missing data. First, we
conducted a phylogenetic analysis based on genomic positions that were resolved in KM14-7 only (107 SNPs after exclusion of
recombining genes, FadL homologs, tpr genes and arp gene, as well as positions with > 25% missing data). In the resulting tree,
KM14-7 was still recovered basal to TPE/TEN with strong support (Figure S4F). We then investigated genomic positions for which
the ancestral variant of TPE/TEN and TPA was likely different. Our rationale was that if KM14-7’s position on the branch connecting
TPE/TEN and TPAwas authentic, the genome should contain a significant number of both TPE/TEN and TPA-like variants. Hence, we
looked at positions (i) resolved in KM14-7, (ii) for which the majority variant was differing between TPE/TEN and TPA clades, but (iii)
shared by more than 90% of the (modern) genomes within each clade. We then looked at the proportion of TPE/TEN and TPA-like
variants in KM14-7 and compared that with all other genomes. Because KM14-7 was not included in the recombination analysis, we
did not trim the recombining regions for this analysis in order to avoid a bias.
Molecular clock dating
KM14-7 and the Mexican TPA genomes, 94A and 94B, were removed from the molecular clock dating analyses due to their low
coverage and the amount of unique SNPs present on these lineages. Furthermore, the Nichols and NIC2 genomes were removed
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The strength of the molecular clock signal in the dataset was investigated by regressing the root-to-tip genetic distance (measured
in substitutions/site) of genomes against their sampling dates [149, 150]. Root-to-tip genetic distances were calculated on a
midpoint-rooted ML tree estimated in RAxML v. 8.2.11 [111] using the same procedure described above. Sampling dates of ancient
sequences were fixed to the middle of the date range defined by radiocarbon dating (Table 3). To assess the significance of the cor-
relation, we permuted the sampling dates across genomes and used the Pearson correlation coefficient as a test statistic [149, 151].
We performed 1000 replicates and calculated the p value as the proportion of replicates with a correlation coefficient greater than or
equal to the truth, using the unpermuted sampling dates (Figure S5).
Divergence times and substitution rates were estimated using BEAST2 v. 2.6 [82]. Analyses were performed under an HKY sub-
stitution model with G-distributed rate heterogeneity [152, 153] and a Bayesian skyline plot demographic model (tree-prior) with
10 groups [154]. To calibrate the clock, an uncorrelated lognormally distributed relaxed clock model [155] was used to allow
for rate variation among lineages. An exponentially distributed prior with mean 5 3 107 s/s/y was placed on the mean clock
rate. To allow for uncertainty in the sampling dates of ancient genomes, uniform priors across the date range defined by radio-
carbon dating were placed on their ages (Figures S6I–S6L). Default priors were used for all other model components. To confirm
clock-like evolution we performed a Bayesian date randomization test [81, 150, 151] (DRT) by permuting sampling dates across
genomes and repeating the analysis. We performed 50 replicates and assessed significance by comparing the molecular clock
rate estimates of the replicates to those estimated under the true sampling dates. As in the permutation test for the root-to-tip
regression analysis above, we fixed the sampling dates of ancient genomes to the middle of the date range defined by radio-
carbon dating.
MCMC chains were run for 50 million steps and parameters and trees sampled every 5000 steps. Convergence was assessed in
Tracer v.1.7 [113] after discarding 30% of the chains as burn-in and Treeannotator [82] was used to compute MCC trees of the re-
sulting posterior tree distributions. Results were visualized in Rstudio [106] using ggplots2 [104, 105], ggtree [114] and custom
scripts.
Robustness of molecular clock dating
To test the robustness of the molecular clock dating results, we repeated the analyses using different combinations of demo-
graphic (constant population size coalescent, exponential growth coalescent, Bayesian skyline plot with 10 groups) and clock
(strict and relaxed) models. Default priors were used for all demographic models. The same prior was used for the strict clock
rate as for the mean clock rate in analyses with a relaxed clock model (exponential distribution with mean 5 3 107s/s/y).
Furthermore, to test the effect of constraining the sampling dates of ancient genomes to the date ranges defined by radiocarbon
dating (referred henceforth as narrow uniform priors), we repeated all analyses using wide uniform priors between 1000 CE and
2000 CE).
The demographic model had little effect on the estimatedmolecular clock rate, divergence times and sampling dates as seen in the
graphics (Figure S6). Nonetheless, a constant effective population size leads to slightly older divergence date estimates. The demo-
graphic models tested represent very different scenarios (constant effective population size, exponential growth and flexible growth
and decline). Since all three models give similar estimates, we are confident that our results are robust to the choice of demographic
model.
Estimates under different clock models are largely overlapping. A relaxed clock model leads to wider HPD intervals than a strict
clock and thus represents a more conservative choice. Furthermore, the HPD interval of the coefficient of variation (of the clock
rate) estimated under a relaxed clock model does not include 0, indicating strong evidence for rate variation among lineages.
Relaxing the constraints on the sampling dates of ancient genomes leads to more recent divergence time estimates more in line
with previous analyses [41] and a faster clock rate estimate that is similar to the rate reported by Beale et al. for TPA [8]. Similarly, the
sampling date estimates of the ancient TPE genomes are more recent. Nevertheless, posterior distributions of the sampling dates of
all ancient genomes except CHS119 place considerable weight on the date range defined by radiocarbon dating, with median es-
timates either included in the radiocarbon date range (SJ219 and 133) or slightly earlier (PD28) (as seen in Figures S6I–S6L).
Virulence analysis
Virulence factors (details: see below) represented by the four ancient European genomes were assessed through a gene presence/
absence analysis as described by Andrades Valtueña et al. [156]. For sanger-sequencedmodern genomes used as comparison (Chi-
cago, Mexico A, Sea81-4, SS14), we used artificial, 100nt long reads simulated with the tool Genome2Reads (integrated in the
EAGER-pipeline [69]) to facilitate mapping them in a concise manner with all other, NGS-sequenced data. A set of 60 sequences
previously associated with putative virulence functions [52, 87, 88, 157] were examined based on the annotated Nichols reference
genome (GenBank CP004010.2) [75] with a preliminary quality filtering threshold of 37 and without a quality filtering. The resulting
effect of 0-quality filtering is that all reads are allowed to map, despite the presence of duplicated regions (in the tpr gene paralogs
in particular) whereas quality filtering with a threshold set to larger than 0 omits all reads mapping to identical regions, making the
coverage of these regions appear extremely low. The coverage over each gene was calculated using genomeCoverageBed in
BEDTools version 2.250 [103] (Table S3). The heatmap visualization of the gene-by-gene coverage of reads was created using
ggplot2 package in R [104, 105] (Figure 4).
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In silico screening
In total, nine samples were screened for the presence of T. pallidum. The candidates for further capture methods and genomic an-
alyses were selected according to threshold values as indicated above (see Read processing, mapping and variant calling in
METHOD DETAILS).
Phylogenetic analysis
Phylogenetic analyses were performed with the ML algorithm in RAxML v. 8.2.12 [111] (see Read processing, mapping and variant
calling inMETHODDETAILS), with the rapid bootstrap algorithm. Positions having > 25%missing data or identified as well as recom-
bining and mapping-obstructing genes (as defined in) were excluded from the nucleotide alignment prior to the analysis.
Molecular clock test
The robustness of the molecular clock dating was conducted by repetitions of different combinations of demographic and clock
models in BEAST2 v.2.6 [82]. To confirm clock-like evolution a Bayesian date randomization test (DRT) was used by permuting sam-
pling dates across genomes and repeating the analysis. To test the effect of constraining the sampling dates of ancient genomes to
the date ranges defined by radiocarbon dating, we repeated all analyses using wide uniform priors between 1000 CE and 2000 CE.
(see Figures S5 and S6 and Molecular clock dating in METHOD DETAILS above).
Dating analysis
Dating analysis was performed with BEAST2 v.2.6 [158] as indicated above (see Molecular clock dating in METHOD DETAILS).
MCMC chains were run for 50 million steps, with parameters and trees sampled every 5000 steps.
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